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★ Recover data from damaged database files from previous Oracle versions (9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10, 10.1,
11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4) ★ Quickly repair corrupt or damaged Oracle database files

with partial & entire backup. ★ Recover from corrupted or damaged DBFs created in Oracle
Database versions 11.1.0.7, 11.1.0.8, 11.1.0.9 and 11.1.0.10 ★ Recover data from damaged or

corrupt database tables from previous Oracle versions (9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10, 10.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 12.1,
12.2, 12.3, 12.4) ★ Quickly repair corrupted or damaged tables with partial & entire backup. ★
Recover data from damaged or corrupted Oracle database tables created in Oracle Database

versions 11.1.0.7, 11.1.0.8, 11.1.0.9 and 11.1.0.10 ★ Quickly repair corrupted or damaged database
files and tables from previous Oracle versions (9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10, 10.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 12.1, 12.2,

12.3, 12.4) ★ Recover data from corrupted or damaged Oracle database files and tables from
previous versions (9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10, 10.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4) ★ Quickly repair

corrupted or damaged database files and tables created in Oracle Database versions 11.1.0.7,
11.1.0.8, 11.1.0.9 and 11.1.0.10 ★ Quickly repair corrupted or damaged Oracle database files and

tables from previous versions (9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 10, 10.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4) ★
Quickly repair corrupted or damaged Oracle database files and tables created in Oracle Database

versions 11.1.0.7, 11.1.0.
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Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle provides a straightforward user interface with friendly
wizards, options for customizing and configuring the tool, simplicity for data recovery, and real-time

visual feedback for your Oracle database. Table of Contents: Chapter 1: Why Stellar Phoenix
Database Repair for Oracle? Chapter 2: How to Repair Your DBF File Created in Oracle 12c? Chapter
3: How to Repair Database Component Objects from 12c Using Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for

Oracle? Chapter 4: How to Repair Database File Created in 11g Using Stellar Phoenix Database
Repair for Oracle? Chapter 5: How to Repair Database File Created in 10g Using Stellar Phoenix

Database Repair for Oracle? Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle User Guide: Chapter 1: Why
Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle? Let’s assume that you are using Stellar Phoenix

Database Repair for Oracle to repair a DBF file created in Oracle 12c (or maybe Oracle 11g or 10g).
You can find and download this file from our website. What if the DBF file you recovered with Stellar
Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle has a lot of components in it? And some components are invalid,
corrupt, or missing? Chapter 2: How to Repair Your DBF File Created in Oracle 12c? In Stellar Phoenix
Database Repair for Oracle user interface, when you select the DBF file you want to repair, the tool
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will show the file name (with extension.dbf), the table, index, key, field object or value of the file you
have selected. Simply click on the “Start Repair” button in Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for

Oracle, and the tool will start repairing your DBF file. Chapter 3: How to Repair Database Component
Objects from 12c Using Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle? You have selected a certain

component in your DBF file in Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle. You can find out the exact
type of the component from the message window in the tool. For example, you can find the data

type of the selected component like table or index. You can also find the exact type of the column in
the table. For example, you can find the data type of the column like number, binary, string, and so

on. Chapter 4: How to Repair Database File Created in 11g Using Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for
Oracle? You have selected a table or a database object in your DBF file in Stellar Phoenix Database

Repair for Oracle 3a67dffeec
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Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle is a database repair tool that can repair corrupt DBF file
formats such as Oracle Database 11g, Oracle Database 12c, Oracle Database 18c and Oracle
Database 19c and so on. Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle database repair tool uses
advanced data recovery techniques to repair your damaged or corrupt DBF file. In D-RMaPO for SQL
Server 2012, SQL Server 2014, SQL Server 2016 and SQL Server 2019 is a powerful and efficient
framework based on multi-lingual, multi-lingual framework for Microsoft SQL Server. It not only can
effectively control quality and accuracy of data, but also make your data more consistent, consistent
and secure. eXtreme DBF Editor for Linux is a DBF Explorer software that allows you to view, modify
and extract information from dbf and other type of database files including dBase, dBASE II, dBASE
III, FoxPro, dBase IV, dBase III, dBASE, FoxPro, Foxpro II, PersonalWorks, Access, Navicase, Paradox,
StarBase, Lotus Notes, and Oracle DBF file as well as DBF databases created by Microsoft Excel. It
offers quick and easy way to open, view, and modify dbf/dbf databases. eXtreme DBF Editor for
Linux is easy eXtreme DBF Editor for Windows is a DBF Explorer software that allows you to view,
modify and extract information from dbf and other type of database files including dBase, dBASE II,
dBASE III, FoxPro, dBase IV, dBase III, dBASE, FoxPro, Foxpro II, PersonalWorks, Access, Navicase,
Paradox, StarBase, Lotus Notes, and Oracle DBF file as well as DBF databases created by Microsoft
Excel. It offers quick and easy way to open, view, and modify dbf/dbf databases. You may feel a a
slight problem as a user when you connect to a database, often time it happens. You have to enter
the database user name and password and you get an error message like this, ''Could not connect to
the Oracle database; ''error ''ORA-1045'' 3.0.0 14-Nov-2017 New major release of eXtreme DBF
Editor for Windows. You may feel a a slight problem as a user when you connect to a database, often
time it

What's New In Stellar Phoenix Database Repair For Oracle?

Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle Software offers a reliable data recovery tool with a wide
range of user-friendly features. It is backed by a team of highly professional database specialists who
have dedicated their full-time attention to making Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle the
best database repair and data recovery tool in the market. With a patented and proprietary data
recovery algorithm, the Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle data recovery engine works
behind the scenes to fix your damaged database in minutes. The tool is a piece of software that is
almost invisible to your end users. It runs in the background without disrupting the normal
operations of your PCs or servers. The tool can recover all the major data types like Text, Date,
Number, and Boolean in Oracle DBF files. You can also recover all the components of the Oracle
database, such as Table, Row, Column, Key and Filler. You can manually recover damaged data or
use the recovery wizard. Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle supports all the popular
database versions with 11g, 12c, 10g, 9i, 8i, and 7i. Database locations, such as main system drive,
local drives, network drives, removable drives, etc, can be chosen to restore your databases. A free
trial version is available for evaluation. Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle Features: Stellar
Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle tool can successfully recover the corrupted DBF file due to power
failures, system crashes, malware attacks, virus infection and hard disk related issues. However, the
following are some of the main features offered by Stellar Phoenix Database Repair for Oracle:
Repair: Recover data from damaged or corrupt DBF files. Repair Data: Repair individual components
of DBF file using our proprietary recovery algorithms. Repair Key: Recover DBF file keys with our
proprietary recovery algorithms. Repair columns: Reconnect columns to fields with our proprietary
recovery algorithms. Repair rows: Reconnect rows to tables with our proprietary recovery algorithms.
Repair filler: Recover data in filler fields with our proprietary recovery algorithms. Repair ASCII:
Repair ASCII or Unicode data in DBF files with our proprietary recovery algorithms. Repair all DBF
components: Recover all the major data types from the damaged DBF file with our proprietary
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recovery algorithms. Repair SQL: Repair SQL data in DBF files with our proprietary recovery
algorithms. Repair Oracle Objects: Reconnect Oracle objects with our proprietary recovery
algorithms. Repair Client IDs: Repair
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Vista, XP (32-bit or 64-bit), 2003 (32-bit) or 2000 (32-bit or 64-bit)
Processor: Core 2 Duo, Athlon XP, Opteron, Core 2 Duo E7300, Core 2 Duo E7500, Core 2 Duo E7200,
Core 2 Duo E7100 Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Drive: 6 GB available hard disk space Graphics: NVIDIA
GeForce 8800, ATI Radeon HD 2600 (
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